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**ABSTRACT**

Vocabulary learning support tools have widely exploited existing materials, e.g., stories or video clips, as contexts to help users memorize each target word. However, these tools could not provide a coherent context for any target words of learners’ interests, and they seldom help practice word usage. In this paper, we work with teachers and students to iteratively develop Storyfier, which leverages text generation models to enable learners to read a generated story that covers any target words, conduct a story cloze test, and use these words to write a new story with adaptive AI assistance. Our within-subjects study (N=28) shows that learners generally favor the generated stories for connecting target words and writing assistance for easing their learning workload. However, in the read-cloze-write learning sessions, participants using Storyfier perform worse in recalling and using target words than learning with a baseline tool without our AI features. We discuss insights into supporting learning tasks with generative models.
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- Human-centered computing → User interface design;
- Computing methodologies → Natural language generation;
- Applied computing → Computer-assisted instruction.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Learning vocabulary in meaningful contexts, such as stories and images in language learning textbooks, and video clips from movies, is a common and effective practice as it enables deep and active processing of vocabulary (e.g., word associations, logic) [54]. Many existing vocabulary learning systems like VocabEncounter [1] and Smart Subtitles [36] have exploited a variety of materials to establish the contexts for words. These systems have demonstrated that the provided contexts can enhance vocabulary memorization [1, 36].

However, these systems may fall short in two aspects. First, they largely leverage existing materials and could not provide a meaningful context for any set of target words that users wish to learn. In other words, previous systems lack the flexibility to offer a story, an article, or a video clip that covers the target words that teachers or learners specify. These coherent contexts that connect target words may make a difference to vocabulary learners. As suggested by Gu et al. [25], learning vocabulary in batches under coherent contexts could facilitate recalls of a larger amount of words compared to learning vocabulary in isolation. Second, previous systems primarily focus on helping users to understand and memorize the meanings of target words via meaning-focused input learning activities, e.g., reading and listening, that use language receptively [48]. Few systems facilitate learners to master the usage of learned words via productive and fluency development tasks (e.g., writing and speaking) – typical activities that could help master the meanings and usage of target words in traditional courses [48]. In offline courses, teachers can provide in-situ adaptive support like hints on word usage during these learning activities; however, this is often unavailable to individual learners outside classrooms.

In this work, we utilize stories generated by large language models (LLMs) as meaningful contexts that cover any target words and provide adaptive assistance in word usage practice. Our focus is motivated, on one hand, by the prevalent use of stories in language learning textbooks, and the proven efficacy of story-based learning in various scenarios such as programming [13, 14, 73], parent-child storytelling [92], and children’s visual storytelling [91]. On the
other hand, LLMs can generate fluent and relevant texts given user specifications such as keywords, which have been used to support the writings of emails [24], articles or fiction [10], and poems [71, 78]. However, little work, if any, has explored LLMs for story-based vocabulary learning where users should spend effort in mastering target words’ meanings and usage. Questions arise such as 1) whether and how LLMs can generate the meaningful context of any target word set for vocabulary learning, 2) if so, what vocabulary learning activities can these generative models support, and 3) how would the support from generative models impact the users’ vocabulary learning outcome and experience.

To this end, we seek to provide insights into these questions by designing, developing, and evaluating an AI-generated story-based vocabulary learning system, Storyfier, that can provide meaningful story contexts and adaptive assistance for learning any set of target words. Here, we choose English as the target language to learn and target ESL (English-as-the-Second-Language) Chinese learners, e.g., high-school or university students in China. We take an iterative design approach with insights from educational literature and the involvement of teachers, learners, and HCI researchers in this process. We first fine-tune a text-generation model on a short-story corpus and validate its capability in producing meaningful story context given a set of target CET-4 English words. We then present this model to three English teachers and five experienced ESL learners in an interview study to explore possible learning activities that Storyfier can support. Based on the insights from the interviews and educational literature, we develop a Storyfier prototype that supports three types of vocabulary learning activities: 1) reading an AI-generated story with target words, 2) solving story cloze tests on target words (i.e., fill blanks of the generated story by using target words), and 3) writing a story using target words with the AI models by turns. We seek feedback on Storyfier’s design and refine it via a user study with twelve ESL learners and two co-design workshops with the three English teachers mentioned above and four HCI researchers.

We conduct a $2 \times 2$ within-subjects study with 28 university students to evaluate the impact of Storyfier’s AI functions (with vs. without generative models) and learning activity (read-only vs. read-cloze-write) on the learning outcome and experience. The results show that in the read-only learning sessions, the generative stories do not help to improve learning gains in recalling target words’ meanings and mastering their usage. In read-cloze-write learning sessions, participants with generated stories and AI assistance perform even worse compared to the condition without the generative models. However, most participants still indicate their preferences on Storyfier’s generated stories for connecting target words and its writing assistance for reducing learning workload. Based on our findings, we highlight the value of generative models in offering meaningful materials and enjoyable experience for learning tasks. We also urge future AI-supported learning tools to ensure users to spend the necessary effort in their learning tasks.

Our work makes three contributions. First, we present a vocabulary learning system Storyfier that facilitates users to master the meanings and usage of any target English words via AI-generated stories and writing assistance. Second, our design and evaluation of Storyfier provide first-hand findings on the feasibility, effectiveness, and user experience of applying generative models to vocabulary learning. Third, we offer insights and design considerations of leveraging generative models to support learning tasks.

## 2 RELATED WORK

To situate our work, we start by reviewing the pedagogical strategies and activities for vocabulary learning. We then discuss previous vocabulary learning support systems. Lastly, we introduce related textual story-generation techniques that enable us to achieve the envisioned Storyfier.

### 2.1 Pedagogical Strategies and Activities For Vocabulary Learning

According to the amount of context information used, vocabulary learning strategies can be categorized as decontextualized, partially-contextualized, and fully-contextualized [26, 52]. Decontextualized techniques, including using word lists in alphabetical order or by part of speech, flashcards, dictionary, focus on learning isolated words without meaningful contexts. For example, dictionary provides detailed instructions on grammar, pronunciation, and brief usage examples. However, improper use of dictionary, e.g., checking every word’s meaning during reading and failing to associate it with the current context, would result in poor learning outcomes [74]. In other words, decontextualized techniques may not aid long-term vocabulary retention and practical word usage [25, 75].

Educators have argued that vocabulary is better learned through contextualized learning activities [26]. Partially-contextualized techniques provide a certain amount of context information (e.g., word association). For instance, Word grouping organizes words according to different criteria, such as (dis)similarity and topic. Concept association (or “elaboration”) constructs connections between new words and some familiar contexts, such as previously learned words, personal experience, or knowledge in learners’ memory [7]. Besides, keyword techniques [59] link words with visual [2] or aural [16] objects to improve vocabulary memorization. Fully contextualized techniques associate words in fully authentic communication contexts and connect them with a meaningful flow (e.g., logic), which are considered the peak of L2 vocabulary learning techniques [52]. They use existing newspapers, articles, magazines, and novels as learning material. The most common activities are reading or listening to the stories in contextual inference tasks (e.g., cloze test) [26]. Speaking and writing practices are regarded as the more effective but also challenging activities, which require turning receptive vocabulary knowledge into productive use in communication contexts [53]. Nevertheless, contextualized methods are demanding and complex for individual learners and are usually adopted by teachers in classroom activities [26, 69].

Regarding the learning activities in a traditional language course, Paul Nation, suggested that there should be roughly equal amounts of time given to each of the following four strands [47]. The meaning-focused input strand involves learning through listening and reading – using language receptively. This strand mainly focuses on understanding what they listen to and read, e.g., stories, TV shows, films, conversations, and so on. The meaning-focused output strand involves learning through speaking and writing – using language productively.
output strand involves learning through speaking and writing — using language productively. Typical activities in this strand include talking in conversations, writing a letter or a note, keeping a diary, telling a story, etc. The language-focused learning strand involves the deliberate learning of language features such as pronunciation, spelling, vocabulary, grammar, and discourse. Lastly, the fluency development strand should involve four skills of listening, speaking, reading, and writing. In this strand, learners are helped to make the best use of what they have already known in typical activities like ten-minutes writing and listening to easy stories. These four strands can fit together in many different ways [47, 48]. For example, a group collaborative writing activity in the high-school can combine the meaning-focused output and language-focused learning strands, if the output written work deliberately focuses on the vocabulary and grammar [47].

Our work is motivated by the benefits of fully contextualized strategies and gets inspired by the four strands of activities for vocabulary learning. We use textual short stories as contextualized vocabulary learning materials. We support individual vocabulary learners with a proper integration of the four strands of learning activities based on the story contexts.

2.2 Vocabulary Learning Support Systems

Researchers have proposed various approaches and systems to support vocabulary learning. For rote learning, a bunch of work manage to model users’ memory cycles and plan the target words with proper difficulty level and repetition frequency [8, 49, 50, 90]. As for our focused contextual learning, previous vocabulary learning systems have exploited materials in different mediums, such as images [76], physical locations [88], textual articles in webpage [1], subtitles of videos [32, 36, 67], and augmented/virtual reality [31, 60, 68]. For instance, FinDo [88] is a mobile application that helps users understand the vocabulary about the surrounding objects with the contexts of users’ current locations. Tangworakit-thaworn et al. [76] used image processing techniques to extract visual objects in photos and matched them with the target vocabulary. VocabEncounter [1] encloses target vocabulary into reading materials to facilitate micro learning in daily life. Smart Subtitles [36] equips video subtitles with features like vocabulary definitions on hover and dialog-based video navigation.

However, these systems largely make use of existing materials as contexts, which may not be able to provide a meaningful flow that covers any set of target words — a requirement of fully contextualized learning [52]. We seek to mitigate this constraint by generating a short story for any target word set. Our decision to use stories as the context for words is inspired by their common usage in language learning textbooks and the proven efficacy of story-based learning in other scenarios [13, 14, 73, 91, 92]. Further, previous vocabulary learning support systems mainly focus on supporting meaning-focused input activities that aim at understanding the words’ meanings. Our work further supports other types of learning activities that help to master the usage of target words.

2.3 Textual Story Generation Techniques

Recent advances in textual story generation offer potentials to support vocabulary learners with meaningful contexts that cover any word set and offer in-situ learning support. The textual story generation techniques aim at generating coherent and fluent narratives or ideas based on simple user inputs, such as a title [46] and prompts [17]. Early computational work adopts symbolic approaches [58, 64, 84] that first select a sequence of characters and actions according to aesthetic, narrative conflicts, and logic, and then create a story with pre-defined templates. Another approach is case-based reasoning [19, 77], which extracts the story plots of existing stories and adapts them to new contexts. Yet, these methods are restricted by predefined story domains and styles. Recent story generation methods mainly adopt sequence-to-sequence language models [17, 27, 44, 89], which can learn complex and implicit relationships among story plots. Particularly, transformer-based models [4, 35, 70] are able to produce incredibly fluent texts after training on a large language corpus. These models can be finetuned to support downstream applications like writing assistants [5, 6] and health consultation [82].

To generate stories with desired properties (e.g., keywords, topic, styles), researchers apply techniques like decoding strategies, prompt controls, and finetuning to build controllable language models. Decoding strategies aim to restrict and influence the sampling process of generation to change the features of output texts. These features can describe the user preferences and are modeled by heuristics [20], supervised signals [30], and reinforcement learning [40]. Prompt controls use natural language (e.g., “translate to English”) to elicit desired contents [4, 33, 39, 41, 43, 61, 72]. Fine-tuning methods investigate effective conditional training based on key words [17], story valence [55], character fortune [9], control codes [35] (e.g., topic, sentiment), and simpler attribute models [11, 37].

Recent intelligent systems have explored the usage of text generation techniques in a variety of scenarios, such as creative writing [45, 57], AI-mediated communication [18], and health intervention [34]. In the story-based learning scenario, StoryBuddy [92] assists parents-children storytelling via a question-answer generation model, which consists of a rule-based answer generation module, a BART-based question generation module, and a ranking module. It can help parents create a storytelling bot that can tell stories, ask children questions, and provide feedback [92]. However, these studies present a different focus compared to ours. We specifically investigate the use of and interaction with text generation models for story-based vocabulary learning.

In this paper, we first customize and evaluate a controllable language model for generating meaningful stories that cover given target word set. We then explore what vocabulary learning activities that this model can support with teachers and students.

3 PHASE 1: FEASIBILITY AND SUPPORTED ACTIVITIES OF STORY GENERATION MODELS FOR VOCABULARY LEARNING

To help individual learners to master the meaning and usage of any target word sets, we design and develop Storyifier via a two-phase process (Figure 1). In this section, we present the first phase in which we 1) develop a story generation model, 2) validate its feasibility for providing meaningful contexts for vocabulary learning, and
we follow recent story generation techniques [9, 17, 55] and formulate the problem as a sequence-to-sequence translation task. We target the vocabulary pool (4,827 in total) required by the College English Test Band 4 (CET-4), a mandatory national test for Chinese university students to obtain bachelor degrees.

3.1 Developing Story Generation Models

Given the potential benefits of a meaningful story for learning a batch of words [25], we first seek to develop a controllable language model that can generate stories with given target word sets. Here, we target the vocabulary pool (4,827 in total) required by the College English Test Band 4 (CET-4), a mandatory national test for Chinese university students to obtain bachelor degrees.

3.1.1 Dataset. We choose ROCStory corpus [46] to contextualize CET-4 words and build story generation models. ROCStory collects over 100,000 five-sentence commonsense human-written stories (Table 1). The simple and short story form could help learners easily understand the story flow and mitigate diversion from vocabulary learning to story comprehension. The simplicity of the story structures and logic is also appreciated by English teachers who participate in the later studies (subsubsection 3.3.2). Though these stories are short, they are created by various human workers and have passed qualification tests to ensure story quality and creativity. In addition, these stories have causal and temporal commonsense relationships between story sentences and cover a wide range of everyday topics, such as movie, school, birthday, and music. Therefore, if there is a story that covers a set of target words, learners can easily associate a group of words with a common topic following a meaningful logic flow. With this dataset, we aim to develop a model that can generate meaningful stories like those in ROCStory given any set of target words in the CET-4 pool.

3.1.2 Data Preprocessing and Model Building. Figure 2 summarizes our data preprocessing and model building procedure. Specifically, we follow recent story generation techniques [9, 17, 55] and formulate the problem as a sequence-to-sequence translation task. We first segment the stories into titles and sentences. Then, using the CET-4 word list, we identify the occurrences of these words in each sentence of every story and sort them chronologically. This leads to the creation of a set of story title, target words, story sentences tuples (Figure 2A). For story generation, we leverage a state-of-the-art open-source language model T5 [62] as the base model. Our decision is made based on two reasons. First, T5 exhibits impressive performance across various NLP tasks (e.g., text generation and classification), which can be attributed to its unified text-to-text framework and its pretraining on a large language corpus. Moreover, it is freely available and adaptable to our application scenario compared to other impressive but closed-source language models (e.g., GPT-3 [4] and GPT-4 [51]).

Then, we adopt a prompt-based approach to finetune and steer the model generation process to learn the mappings between target English words and a story (Figure 2B1). We formulate the input prompt as the concatenation of the story title and target words derived from story tuples of the processed dataset. According to our experiments, the title imposes a high-level control of story relevance and leads to faster and better convergence compared to training without the title signal. We finetune the pretrained T5-large model offered in the HuggingFace on our dataset using Adam optimization algorithm with a 0.0001 learning rate. The training process lasts for five epochs and has a 0.9857 cross-entropy loss.

After training, our model can generate complete stories rather than isolated sentences, thus creating meaningful contexts for the target words across multiple sentences. For instance, when given the words “athlete”, “avid”, and “frequently” (as shown in Figure 3), the model begins a narrative about an avid athlete who frequently participates in marathons.

3.2 Evaluating the Quality of Generative Stories

While our model can generate a story given any word set with or without a title, at this stage, we would like to compare the quality of machine-generated and human-written stories in the corpus which cover the same target word set. This evaluation aims at validating if the generated stories were competent for vocabulary learning support. We will assess the perceived quality and helpfulness of generated stories given any target words in our later interviews with teachers (subsubsection 3.3.2) and experiments with learners (subsubsection 6.3.2). Following prior work [9, 17, 55], we conduct technical and human evaluations. We sample 20 stories from the ROCStory dataset with varied difficulty levels (i.e., word frequency) of contained CET-4 words. For each human-written story, we use

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attributes</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td># of stories</td>
<td>101,661</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of words</td>
<td>4,640,319</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average story length</td>
<td>45.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average sentence length</td>
<td>7.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average readability</td>
<td>57.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coverage of CET-4 words</td>
<td>89.52%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: The statistics of ROCStory dataset.

---

3Readability is measured by https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flesch-Kincaid_readability_tests#Flesch Reading-Ease, and CET-4 is 34.23 on average.

4For the stories without titles, we represent their title features as "no title".
our trained language models to generate a machine version based on the story title and contained CET-4 words. Thereafter, we create 20 human-machine story pairs (40 stories in total).

3.2.1 Technical Evaluation. We assess the story content from grammatical accuracy, lexical diversity (i.e., number of unique words, and type-token ratio: number of unique words/total number of words), and lexical coherence (i.e., trigram repetition, and sentence coherence\(^4\); average semantic similarities between sentences) [22, 38, 65]. As shown in Table 2, both the machine-generated and human-written stories have no grammar issues. Moreover, the machine performance is commensurate with the human in terms of lexical diversity and coherence, as indicated by close scores of type-token ratio, trigram repetition, and sentence coherence. The results provide quantitative support that our model can generate grammatically correct and lexically coherent and diverse story texts.

3.2.2 Human Evaluation. We invite eight PhD students (four females and four males, mean age: 25.50 (SD = 2.07)) with English paper publications to rate their perceived quality of these 40 stories in random order. According to previous work [23, 89], we consider: **coherence** (The story is logically consistent and coherent), **relevance** (The story is relevant to the title), **interestingness** (The story is interesting), and **overall quality** (Overall, it is a good story). Each aspect is rated on a standard five-point Likert Scale (1 for “Strongly disagree” and 5 for “Strongly agree”). As shown in Table 3, the machine-generated stories achieve comparable performance with the human version regarding overall quality and interestingness. The human-written stories are considered significantly more coherent and relevant using the Wilcoxon Signed-rank test. Nevertheless, the machine-generated stories have average scores of around four points in terms of coherence and relevance. Therefore, we consider that our system could produce adequate story context given a set of target words for vocabulary learning.

3.3 Exploring Vocabulary Learning Activities with Story Generation Models

After validating the feasibility of our model for generating meaningful context that covers a set of CET-4 English words, we explore possible vocabulary learning activities that the model can support. We conduct semi-structured interviews with three English teachers (E1-3, age: 27 - 28) and five university students (S1-5, age: 21 - 29) in China. E1 has two years of experience in teaching IELTS and half-a-year experience in teaching English in a higher vocational college. E2 has spent five years in high-school English teaching, and E3 has taught high-school students mainly about TOEFL writings for three years in an educational institution. S1-5 are well-experienced
in using different English vocabulary learning software for Chinese (e.g., Liulishuo, Baicizhan, Shanbay).

3.3.1 Procedure. Each interview starts with participants’ practices (whether, why, and how) of story-based activities for teaching or learning vocabulary. Then, we show participants a web interface that allows users to input target English words and generate stories with those words based on our model. We prepare example CET-4 word sets, each with the top-five topic-relevant words (e.g., cable, complain, library, instruction, unfortunate) under our specified titles (e.g., the internet) and the generated stories in the interface. We invite our participants to check the generated stories and have a trial using their specified words. During this process, we encourage them to brainstorm the vocabulary learning activities that our story generation model can support. Each interview lasts for about 30 minutes with about USD $3.5 for compensation.

3.3.2 Results. We transcribe the audio data into texts and group them into themes following the interview structure. Both groups of interviewees confirmed that learning English vocabulary via stories is a common and effective practice. For example, E1 mentioned that he usually asks students to first write sentences and then create a short story with newly learned words, which helps them master the usage of words. Three student participants regularly read English books and articles, which expands their vocabulary. In general, all participants agreed that our generative stories are suitable materials for learning target words. For instance, E3 tried the story generation model using “health” as title and “tobacco, alcohol, abuse, dominate, harmful” as target words. These words come from an article of her high-school textbook. “I like the generated story. It is generally coherent, and it is simpler than the one in the text book. My students would like it for vocabulary learning as they do not need to pay too much attentions on the long sentences” (E3). Nevertheless, our three teachers pointed out that the generated stories lack explicit logic transition words like “nevertheless” and “for example”, which can further improve the stories’ coherence. This is probably due to the lack of these words in our training dataset ROCStory corpus.

Our interviewees actively provide ideas for leveraging our generative model to support vocabulary learning. Together with the insights from pedagogical literature (e.g., those in subsection 2.1), we summarize three supported vocabulary learning activities.

Story reading: learners can read the generated story to understand the meanings of the target words (E1-3, S1-5). This is also a typical meaning-focused input activity suggested by language educators [47].

Close test: learners can do a close test that fills blanks of the generated story using target words to strengthen their understandings (E2, S2, S3). “Close test is a common vocabulary learning strategy in the textbook. I feel that it would be helpful to customize the generated stories into close tests for students” (E2). Close test can be viewed as a language-focused learning activity with a focus on the usage of target words [47].

Turn-taking writing: learners can take turns with the generative models to co-write a story using target words (E1, E3). This practice combines the meaning-focused output and fluency development learning activities, as it requires learners to use the learned words productively and fluently [47]. “It can generate a sentence using a target word as a start, and users write down the second sentence using another word. With such interaction, students can learn how to use the words in a successive manner” (E1). “The system can act as one student to do a turn-by-turn, co-writing practice” (E3). The system can provide in-situ guidance and feedback on users’ input in the writing process [47], e.g., “are target words used correctly” (E1) and “is the story coherent and correct in grammar?” (E1).

4 PHASE 2: STORYFIER SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION AND REFINEMENT

After validating the feasibility of our story generation model and identifying promising ways to apply it, we present our second-phase design process about how we implement Storyfier and refine it with feedback from learners, teachers, and HCI researchers.

4.1 First Storyfier Prototype with Three Modes

Based on the interview findings, we design and implement three modes of user interfaces to facilitate vocabulary learning via story reading (Figure 3B), close test (C), and turn-taking writing (D).

4.1.1 Interface Designs and User Workflow. All three modes share the following two features (Figure 3A). [Target words setting] Users can manually add new words (“+”) or delete them (“x”) as they wish. They can also click the C button to get a randomly sampled target word set. [Dictionary lookup] Users can click each target word to inspect its definition, part of speech, phonetic symbol, and usage example. The click on will lead to three vocabulary learning activities supported in the following interface variants.

Story reading mode. This interface (Figure 3B) presents the AI-generated story with the target words highlighted in blue, which could help users quickly inspect their contextual use. In addition, users can conduct minor edits (e.g., revise words) of the sentences to refine the story if they wish.

Close test mode. This interface (Figure 3C) replaces the target words in the generated stories with blanks. Users are required to make contextual inferences about the missing words and choose the proper ones to fill the blanks. After they submit the results, Storyfier will check the correctness and highlight the missed words (if any) in red. Users can iteratively fix the errors if they wish.

Turn-taking writing mode. This interface (Figure 3D) encourages users to write a story with AI using the target words sentence by sentence. During the writing process, users can gain an overview of the used (gray) and unused (blue) target words at the top in Figure 3D. The used target words are highlighted in the corresponding sentences. To provide adaptive feedback to learners, in each turn, the system will check and alert the grammar issues of the written text using LanguageTool API6. Meanwhile, Storyfier provides writing feedback on the story sentences at the bottom regarding grammar errors, lexical diversity, and lexical coherence (in Figure 3-5). Red and green triangles indicate a decrease or increase in scores of all current story sentences compared to the one in the previous.

---

6We use sentence-bert [63] to encode the words into vectors and rank them based on their cosine similarities with the vector of the encoded title.

6https://languagetool.org/http-api/
Figure 3: The interface designs of Storyfier. (A) Users can specify target words and check their meanings. (B) Story reading: users can read a machined-generated story that contains target words. (C) Cloze test: users can conduct a cloze test by using target words on the generated story. (D) Story writing: users can take turns with Storyfier to write a new story using target words. (E) The interface for story writing without adaptive support in the Storyfier-sen baseline (section 5). Note that in the first Storyfier prototype, the three modes (B-D) are separated. In the refined Storyfier, we unify them into one flow and improve the system designs (1-5) based on feedback from learners and experts.

4.2 Testing Storyfier Prototype

To seek feedback on the 1st Storyfier prototype, we conduct a usability test with ESL learners and two workshops with English teachers and HCI researchers.

4.2.1 Usability Test with 12 ESL Learners. To probe the user experience and perceived usefulness of the three activities supported by Storyfier, we conduct a within-subjects usability test with 12 junior undergraduate students (6 females, 6 males, mean age: 19.5 ± 0.52) in a university in China. The baseline condition does not have the generated story contexts but provides a dictionary function that shows the meanings, synonyms/antonyms, and usage examples for each target word (Figure 3A1). All participants have passed the national English exam CET-4, with an average score 560.50 (SD = 37.75) 7. We do not aim to evaluate Storyfier’s effectiveness but seek to improve it with quick user feedback at this stage. These participants can provide us with valuable feedback as they have fresh CET-4 vocabulary learning experience.

[Procedure] Participants use their own computers to remotely conduct the study following the instructions. They experience the four experiment conditions (i.e., Dictionary, Read, Cloze, Turn-taking 7). 425/710 points are considered passed for CET-4.
to guide learners to read the story, do a cloze test, and write a new story. Our English teachers agree that all three learning activities would be generally helpful, but there could be a flow that chains these activities to maximize their values. They suggest that reading should be the first activity to help comprehend the target words. The cloze test should come next to strengthen their understanding, and the co-writing practice should be the last activity. "Cloze test is a controlled practice, and co-writing is a free one" (E3). To chain the three learning activities into a flow, S3 proposes to use a chatbot to guide users through the learning process, which could be engaging. This is similar to the chatbot interaction in StoryBuddy [92]. However, the other three HCI researchers are concerned that it might distract users’ attention from vocabulary learning to interaction with the chatbot. S1 suggests that we can use clear widgets (e.g., the right arrow and "Next Turn" buttons) to order the flow of the three activities.

**Features.** First, we add the main Chinese meaning of each target word in the dictionary (Figure 3-1) as suggested by E2. Second, we modify the turn-taking order by encouraging users write the first sentence of the story (Figure 3-3), as suggested by E3 that we should encourage learners to spend effort first. Third, we add an inline sentence suggestion function that can infill a generated next sentence using target words (Figure 3-4.1 and -4.2), to address learners’ difficulties in story writing activity found in the usability test. This function can be triggered in real-time by the ‘tab’ key on users’ demands, as suggested by the HCI researcher H4. Third, we remove the technical metrics about sentence quality (Figure 3-5), as suggested by E1-3 that they are complicated for learners and not focused on the target words’ usage. Fourth, we add the number of used target words and the number of words written by human/machine as writing feedback because it could encourage learners to write more.

### 5 EXPERIMENT

To explore how would Storyfier impact the users’ vocabulary learning outcome and experience, we conduct an experiment with 28 ESL (English-as-the-Second-Language) Chinese students. We adopt a 2 (with vs. without AI features) x 2 (read-only vs. read-cloze-write activities) within-subjects design. The first one – **AI factor** – aims to study the impacts of Storyfier’s AI-generated story and adaptive writing support. We note the conditions with AI features with "AI" and those without AI features with "-sen". The second one – **activity factor** – identifies the value of additional cloze test and writing activities to the reading activity that previous vocabulary learning support systems focus on. We note the conditions with the read-only activity with "Read-", and those with read-cloze-write activities with "Storyfier". The four conditions are:

#### Read-only
- **Read-sen** interface only provides dictionary features with an example existing sentence for each target word (Figure 3A);
- **Read-AI** interface additionally provides a generated story that covers target words (Figure 3A + B);

#### Read-cloze-write
- **Storyfier-sen** interface offers example sentences for target words, a cloze test on these sentences, and a writing exercise...
We conduct the experiment remotely. In a similar manner as [1], we recruit 28 second-year undergraduate students (P1-28). Two days later, they took the posttest on words’ meanings and usage.

First, after collecting the background information with consent, we measure the perceived task workload of learning sessions using five items adapted from NASA Task Load Index [28], Cronbach’s $\alpha = 0.944$). easiness to use (four items, e.g., “I would find this interface to be flexible to use”, $\alpha = 0.786$), and intention to use (two items, e.g., “If this interface is available ...”)

Next, two days after the experiment day, we ask the participants to take a posttest, which has a similar format as the pretest but only presents the 40 words they met in the learning sessions. In the posttest, participants also need to write a sentence for each target word if they do not choose “I do not know this word”. They can write “nothing” if they feel hard to write the sentence. Each participant spends about 1.5 hours in total on the full procedure and gets around USD $12 as compensation.

5.3 Measurements

RQ1. Learning Outcome. We measure participants’ retention of target words’ meanings via the multiple-choice questions in the posttest. To capture how well they learn the usage of target words, we invite one English teacher (E1 in our workshop) to rate the grammar correctness (e.g., tense and part of speech) and context appropriateness of the target word in each written sentence in the posttest using a three-point scale; 0 - not correct, 1 - partially correct, 2 - correct. For each participant in each system interface, we calculate the numbers (range: 0 - 10) of sentences that use target words correctly in terms of both grammar and context and the total score (0 - 40) of sentences.

RQ2. Experience. We measure users’ engagement and enjoyment during the learning process with each system interface (“I was absorbed in using this interface to learn vocabulary” and “It is enjoyable to learn vocabulary with this interface” [80, 85]). Besides, we measure the perceived task workload of learning sessions using items adapted from NASA Task Load Index [28] (e.g., “I have to work hard to accomplish the writing activity”). Apart from the questionnaire data, we also log the task completion time of learning two word sets with each interface, as well as the amount of time spent in reading, cloze-test, and writing activities and written stories in Storyfier-sen and Storyfier-AI interfaces.

RQ3. Perceptions towards Storyfier. We adapt the technology acceptance model [79, 81] to the perceived usefulness (four items, e.g., “The use of this interface enables me to learn the vocabulary more efficiently”; Cronbach’s $\alpha = 0.944$), easiness to use (four items, e.g., “I would find this interface to be flexible to use”; $\alpha = 0.786$), and intention to use (two items, e.g., “If this interface is available...”)

5.5.1 Participants

We recruit 28 second-year undergraduate students (P1-28, 24 females, 3 males, 1 prefer not to tell, mean age: 20.04 (SD = 0.69)) from a course in a college in mainland China. They are typical ESL learners who major in Business English. The course nature leads to the gender and major unbalance of our participants, which we will discuss in the Limitations subsection. Twelve of them have not passed the national English exam CET-4 in China, and the rest have passed it with an average score 493.8/710 (SD = 35.8). Their self-assessed English vocabulary proficiency score is 4.39 (SD = 0.63; 1 - not proficient at all, 7 - very proficient).

5.5.2 Procedure and Tasks

We conduct the experiment remotely. In a similar manner as [1], the procedure of our experiment consists of three stages (Figure 4). First, after collecting the background information with consent, we ask each participant to take a pretest to identify the CET-4 words that they did not know. In the pretest, the participant needs to choose one of the five options, including four meanings written in Chinese and one indicating “I do not know this word”, for each CET-4 word. We invite a postgraduate to prepare 170 CET-4 words that are not easy (e.g., excluding words like “easy” and “feel”) from the English learning app Baicizhan and only include the intended participants who answer incorrectly or indicate lack of knowledge on at least 40 words. For each participant, we randomly select 40 of the identified unknown words and divide them into eight sets, each with five target words. After the pretest, we also have participants read the instructions of the learning tasks and the four interfaces. We inform them not to learn the words that appear in the pretest prior to learning sessions.

Then, on the experiment day, participants log in to their learning sessions via their unique IDs. Participants are asked to learn two word sets with each Storyfier interface. We counterbalance the order of the four interfaces using Latin Square. After learning two word sets with an interface, participants rate their engagement and enjoyment in the learning process, perceived learning performance, and perceptions of the system in a questionnaire. Upon completion of four tasks, we further ask for their preferences on the interfaces, comments on the generated stories and AI’s writing assistance, and suggestions for improving Storyfier.

In each interface, participants learn ten words and write at most ten sentences in posttest. The maximum score for each sentence is $2 + 2 = 4$. 

8425/710 points are considered passed for CET-4.
there to help me learn vocabulary, I would use it”; \( \alpha = 0.966 \) of each system. We average the ratings of multiple questions as the final score for each aspect. All statements in the questionnaire are rated on a standard 7-point Likert Scale, with 7 for a strong agreement.

6 ANALYSES AND RESULTS

For the rated items, we first check whether the order of the four experienced interfaces affects our results via a set of mixed ANOVA tests (order as between-subjects, interfaces as within-subjects) on each rating. Neither the main effect of the order nor its interaction with the system interface is significant. Hence, except those with additional notations (e.g., one-way ANOVA), the statistic tests in this section are two-way repeated measured ANOVAs. For each ANOVA, the assumption of equal variance holds according to Mauchly’s test of sphericity [21]. For the participants’ comments on Storyfier, two authors conduct an inductive thematic analysis [3]. They first independently assign codes to the text data and then discuss the codes for several rounds. After that, they group the codes into categories, which are incorporated into the results below.

6.1 RQ1: Impact on Learning Outcome

Figure 5 shows the results regarding learning outcomes.

6.1.1 Retention of target words’ meanings. Our results indicate that neither the AI factor nor its interaction with the activity factor significantly affects the retention of target words in four conditions. However, the Storyfier-sen interface results in a better retention performance (\( M = 7.00, SD = 2.16 \)) than the Storyfier-AI interface (\( M = 6.07, SD = 2.09 \)); \( p = 0.049 \), one-way repeated-measures ANOVA. Besides, participants perform significantly better in target words’ retention in the read-cloze-test (i.e., Storyfier-sen and Storyfier-AI) conditions (\( M = 6.54, SD = 2.19 \)) than that in the read-only (i.e., Read-sen and Read-Al) conditions (\( M = 5.46, SD = 2.16 \)); \( F = 9.605, p = 0.004 \).

6.1.2 Target words’ usage in the sentences. Neither the AI factor nor its interaction with the activity factor has a significant impact on i) the number of sentences that correctly use target words and ii) the total scores of written sentences in four conditions. However, when comparing the means between the Storyfier-sen and Storyfier-AI interfaces, we observe that in the read-cloze-write learning sessions, Storyfier’s AI features could reduce learning gains on target words’ usage. As for the activity factor, our results show that participants with the read-cloze-write interfaces (\( M = 24.20, SD = 8.66 \)) perform significantly better in word usage in their written sentences than the cases with the read-only interfaces (\( M = 20.02, SD = 7.92 \)); e.g., for ii) total scores, \( F = 12.721, p = 0.001 \).

In all, we find that Storyfier’s AI features reduce learning gains on the retention of target words’ meanings in the read-cloze-write vocabulary learning sessions. Its supported additional cloze-test and writing practices improve learning gains on target words’ meanings and usage compared to learning via reading-only activities.

6.2 RQ2: Impact on Learning Experience

6.2.1 Engagement, enjoyment, and workload. As shown in Figure 6, neither the AI factor nor its interaction with activity factor significantly affects users’ perceptions on their learning experience. When digging into each measured item in each condition, we have several interesting observations: a) in read-only sessions, participants with AI-generated stories could feel more engaged and enjoyed than the cases without these stories; b) Storyfier’s AI features could increase mental demand and perceived performance in read-only learning sessions but decrease the ratings on these measures in read-cloze-write sessions; c) Storyfier’s AI features could reduce temporal demand, i.e., how rushed is the pace of the task, and perceived spent effort in the vocabulary learning tasks. As for the activity factor, we found significant differences regarding the perceived mental demand (\( p = 0.002 \)), physical demand (\( p = 0.029 \)), and perceived performance (\( p = 0.025 \)). Specifically, Storyfier’s supported additional cloze-test and writing practices increase mental and physical demand and perceived performance compared to learning via reading-only activities. We also observe that these additional activities could increase engagement and spent effort in the vocabulary learning tasks.

6.2.2 Task completion time and written stories. i) On average, participants spent 89.22(\( SD = 105.25 \)) / 226.52(150.66) / 805.00(490.55) / 806.61(368.19) seconds in the learning session with Read-sen, Read-Al, Storyfier-sen, or Storyfier-AI interface. This indicates that in the read-only vocabulary learning sessions, participants spent significantly more time when they were presented with AI-generated stories than when they were not (\( p < 0.001 \)). However, as shown in Figure 5, the learning gains do not increase accordingly. ii) When digging into the average amount of time spent in each learning activity for each word set in Storyfier-sen and -AI interfaces, we have 49.48 vs. 81.56 (read, \( p = 0.004 \)), 30.76 vs. 43.84 (cloze, \( p = 0.004 \)), and 263.46 vs. 208.71 (write, \( p = 0.09 \)) seconds. This shows that compared to the sessions with Storyfier-sen, participants with Storyfier-AI spent significantly more time in reading and cloze-test activities but less time in writing activities.
6.3 RQ3: Perceptions on Storyfier

Figure 7 depicts users’ perceptions of each Storyfier interface.

6.3.1 Quantitative items. In read-only sessions, there is a trend on the improved perceived usefulness and intention to use of the interfaces with AI-generative stories over those without the stories. This implies that in read-only learning sessions, participants would find Storyfier more useful and have a higher intention to use it if it provides AI-generated stories. As for the activity factor, participants feel that Storyfier is significantly more useful (p = 0.035) if it supports cloze test and writing practices in addition to the reading activities. There are no significant differences in the perceived easiness to use across the four interfaces.

6.3.2 Qualitative responses. Preference. In the open-response questions after four learning sessions, fifteen participants indicate their preferences for the Story-AI interface for vocabulary learning. They especially favor adaptive writing assistance (N = 9), generative stories (5), and useful practices (4). "It (Storyfier-AI) not only provides the meaning, pronunciation, and example sentences of words, but more importantly, it has AI-generated short stories that can help me better understand the meanings of words and how to use them. In addition, the following cloze test and story writing practice can further consolidate my understanding. When I do not know how to write, AI will also provide prompts to help me find my weak points and mistakes so that I can pay more attention on them later on” (P22). Six participants prefer the Story-sen interface, and three of them credit the writing practice without AI assistance. "I prefer Storyfier-sen as I need to rely on myself to think and write down the story, which would be more impressive for vocabulary learning” (P8). Five participants prefer the Read-AI interface for its low task workload (N = 3), meaningful contexts for learning (N = 3), and enjoying the experience (2), while the rest two participants favor the Read-sen one as they are more used to the rote learning practices.

Generative stories. Regarding participants’ comments on the generative stories, we found positive opinions that they are coherent (8) and novel/interesting/impressive (9). P26 gives us an example. "At first, I could not remember the word ‘veil’. Then, I checked the generated story, which tells that a veil blocked my vision when I was driving in traffic. This story is close to real life, and I felt terrified. It is impressive. I remembered the word ‘veil’ now.” Nevertheless, there are six comments suggesting that the stories were not coherent, which may be due to the lack of semantic connections among the target words. "When the five target words, e.g., ‘hasten, infinity, jet, basin, and trolley’ are not naturally relevant to each other, it would be hard to have a reasonable story that covers them, making it hard for memorizing the words in a batch” (P27). Besides, three users comment that some target words in the generated stories have different meanings from the dictionary ones, and another three users mention that the stories contain some words that are unknown, which disturbs story comprehension.
Cloze test. Twenty users indicate their preferences on using generative stories for the cloze test, which can “make it easy to connect the words in context” (N = 10), “enhance memory of target words” (7), and “train reading comprehension skills” (2). The other eight participants, however, prefer the existing sentences provided by Storyfier-sen for cloze test materials, with four comments mentioning that “separate sentences are easier to understand”.

Writing practice. There are seventeen positive responses on the adaptive writing assistance from the generative AI models, suggesting that it can encourage writing (8), reduce writing workload (5), and provide example usage of target words for reference (4). “I didn’t feel confused when writing with Storyfier-AI. I can write a sentence first and then let the AI write the next one, and so on. It’s like having a buddy to memorize words together, which is more interesting and not boring” (P2). “The AI’s prompts inspire my writing exercises” (P23). However, these prompts in the turn-taking writing process may not match the learners’ idea flow (2) and language styles (1) and cause their reliance on AI for using target words (1).

In all, these qualitative responses reveal that participants generally favor Storyfier with AI generative models in Read-AI and Storyfier-AI learning sessions compared to the Read-sen and Storyfier-sen interfaces. However, these models still need to be improved and customized regarding the coherence, complexity, and style of the generative content.

7 DISCUSSION

7.1 Insights from our findings

Text generation models for vocabulary learning support. In Phase 1, we develop a story generation model and verify that it can generate comparably good stories with the human-written ones given target word sets and titles. We receive divided opinions on the generative stories regarding their coherence and interestingness in the experiment with 28 ESL learners. The main reason could be that if the target five words are not naturally relevant to each other, it would be difficult for the generative model to connect them to form a meaningful story. Besides, we get feedback from English teachers in Phase 1 that our generative stories have generally acceptable complexity for vocabulary learners. Yet, there are still cases that our stories contain unknown words in addition to the target ones.

Vocabulary learning activities. In Phase 1, we propose that our generative models can empower the cloze test and writing practices in addition to the traditional reading activities that previous vocabulary learning tools support. Our evaluation study with ESL learners reveals that they have significantly more learning gains in read-cloze-write (i.e., Storyfier-sen and Storyfier-Al) learning sessions compared to that in read-only (i.e., Read-sen and Read-Al) sessions. This is non-surprising as learners spent more effort in understanding target words and practicing their usage in the read-cloze-write sessions. Participants’ responses in the open-ended questions suggest that generative models can facilitate vocabulary learners by providing meaningful reading and cloze-test materials and adaptive prompts in writing practices.

Impact of generative models on vocabulary learning. In the read-only sessions, we observe that the additional AI-generated stories improve learning engagement but do not improve learning gains. This does not support the Gu et al.’s implication that learning vocabulary in a batch under a coherent context could facilitate recalls of target words [25]. One key reason could be the low semantic relevance among some target words in our experiment. Gu et al.’s implication could still be valid if the selected target words are topicaly relevant to each other, e.g., as organized in a typical language course book. Generative stories can explicitly reveal the words’ relationship.

In the read-cloze-write sessions, we found that the AI support leads to reduced vocabulary learning gains. We attribute these results to the amount of effort spent in the writing practices. While participants mostly favor the assistance from our generative model, they spent less time in writing and wrote significantly fewer words in the story. This provides a lesson that the AI’s assistance should encourage necessary effort in vocabulary learning instead of aiming to reduce learners’ workload.

7.2 Design Considerations

Based on our findings, we outline three directions for supporting vocabulary learning with generative models.

Support four strands of vocabulary learning activities with generative models. Our results (subsection 6.1) with 28 ESL learners show that Storyfier improves learning gains compared to the read-only baselines. This improvement can be due to the Storyfier’s cloze test and writing activities that integrate the recommended four strands of learning activities [47] (subsection 2.1). We thus recommend that vocabulary learning tools should integrate multiple strands of activities. While prior language learning systems, e.g., Smart Titles [36] and EnglishBot [66], have explored vocabulary learning activities like watching videos and speaking to others, they largely leveraged existing learning materials. We suggest that generative techniques, such as the story generation model we developed, the text-to-image [87], the text-to-video [42], and the music generation [29] approaches, can enrich the learning materials and offer in-situ assistance in these vocabulary learning activities. For example, the learning support tool can generate an image based on the example sentence of each target word to help them understand the word’s meaning. It can further offer generated music clips that use this sentence as listening resources.

Provide adaptive learning feedback. Storyfier offers feedback on the correctness of cloze test results and grammar of written sentences. However, two participants comment that it could offer more adaptive learning feedback. For example, it can “first let the learner draft a story and then assess its quality and usage of target words” (P27). It can further “recommend how to improve the written story” (P25). Previous skills learning tools, such as ArgueTutor [80], Persua [86] and VoiceCoach [83], and writing support tools like MepsBot [56] also adopt a similar feedback flow, which can mitigate disturbance on the practicing process. Generative models can offer such learning feedback by generating polished versions of the written story for reference. However, based on the teachers’ suggestions on our first Storyfier prototype (Figure 3D-5), the provided feedback should emphasize the vocabulary learning goal; otherwise, learners may chase for other objectives, e.g., trigram repetition and sentence coherence.
7.3 Generality of Storyfier

Storyfier: Exploring Vocabulary Learning Support with Text Generation Models

While Storyfier presets the target words that participants are unknown in the experiment, we have equipped it with features like adding or deleting any words, suggesting words semantically related to the title, filtering words based on difficulty level, and editing the generated stories. In other words, Storyfier can support customized individual vocabulary learning beyond the controlled lab sessions. Besides, our English teachers in the design workshop express their interest in applying Storyfier in language teaching. One teacher, E2, had a trial on her offline course by inputting five words she just taught and asking students to have a cloze test on the generated story. Therefore, our Storyfier is promising for supporting customized vocabulary learning and teaching in the wild.

7.4 Limitations and Future Work

Handle language ambiguity. Currently, our system does not consider language ambiguity when generating stories for target vocabulary. For example, one word can carry multiple meanings (i.e., polysemy) in different contexts, while our system only considers its most common meaning in practical usage. Comparative studies of the same word in different contexts can help disambiguate words and deepen the understanding of vocabulary.

Improve story generation quality. To further improve the quality of story generation for vocabulary learning, we can consider two aspects: dataset and model. The simplicity of the ROCStory dataset, while appreciated by English teachers for vocabulary learning, has certain limitations. It lacks transition words, which makes it challenging for models to learn sentence transition logic. Additionally, the simplicity of the story structures can potentially compromise the richness of intra-sentence contexts. In the future, we can incorporate more complex stories with a wide range of narrative structures into our dataset for model training.

Besides, we can investigate the use of more powerful language models (e.g., ChatGPT) to enhance the quality of the generated stories. For example, we have experimented with prompts (e.g., with "simple", "CET-4", "within 50 words", and/or "no more complex words") to steer ChatGPT towards generating stories that fulfill our specifications. Notably, however, there is a trade-off between the simplicity and coherence of the generated stories. Future research can focus on refining prompting strategies to optimize the balance between these two elements for enhancing the efficacy of vocabulary learning.

Generate diverse and harmless stories. Storyfier presents one story at a time based on the generation models trained on ROCStory dataset, which contains simple and short stories. In the future, we can consider generating more diverse stories (e.g., in the form of newspapers, novels, poems, and humor) that have varied styles and lengths for vocabulary learning. Besides, while our participants did not report harmful content in the generated stories, Storyfier should include features like "report" and automatic detection of unwanted content to offer a healthy learning environment.

Identify helpful characteristics of stories for vocabulary learning. We evaluate the quality of our generated stories via coherence, relevance, and interestingness (Table 3) and collect qualitative feedback from participants on the stories’ helpfulness. We call for future work to complement our evaluation studies by identifying what are the helpful characteristics of stories for vocabulary learning. For example, we can talk to English-learning textbook authors or conduct a content analysis on textbook stories. The identified characteristics can further guide us to customize story generation models and enhance our evaluation metrics of the stories.

Invite diverse language learners. We conduct the experiment with Chinese students in an English learning course to evaluate Storyfier. Their CET-4 test scores and self-reported proficiency indicate that they are intermediate-level English learners. Further studies can explore whether and how Storyfier with generative models can support novices with no or little prior experience in learning English. Moreover, we can extend Storyfier to support users from different cultures to learn their foreign languages (e.g., English learners study Chinese).

Evaluate cloze test and writing practices separately. In the experiment, we evaluate the impact of the cloze test and writing practices by comparing the participants’ performance and experience in read-only and read-cloze-write sessions. This study design is to identify the value of the vocabulary learning activities beyond the meaning-focused input activities that previous systems support. However, we can not quantitatively tell how much the cloze test or writing practice contributes to the impact, which requires a future study that separately evaluates these two activities.

8 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we designed and developed an interactive system, Storyfier, to support reading, cloze test, and writing activities for vocabulary learning. We power the system with controllable language models that can generate stories given any target words and provide adaptive assistance when using these words in the writing practices. We explore its supported vocabulary learning activities and interface design with teachers, learners, and Human-Computer Interaction researchers. Our two-by-two within-subjects experiment with 28 English-as-Second-Language Chinese students shows that participants generally favor the generated stories and writing assistance. However, their learning gains with Storyfier in the read-cloze-test sessions decrease compared to the cases they are with a baseline system without generative models. We discuss insights from our findings for leveraging generative models to support learning tasks.

